Previous numerical and experimental studies of the time-dependent oscillations that may occur in cw HF chemical lasers that employ confocal unstable resonators to extract power resulted in a proposed mechanism to explain them. This mechanism states that these oscillations are the result of a competition between chemical pumping and radiative deactivation of the upper HF laser levels due to lasing. The oscillations occur on lines whose saturated gain does not fill the unstable resonator only if the medium is not strongly coupled to the optical fields diffractively or geometrically.
D
= diameter of the large mirror D S = diameter of the small mirror λ = average wavelength of lasing lines L = resonator length M = resonator magnification NEP = nozzle exit plane N F = resonator Fresnel Number n P = number of passes required for a wave to exit the resonator after leaving the central Fresnel Zone τ = oscillation period X C = distance of the optical axis from the nozzle bank
I. Introduction
HE objective of this study was to experimentally measure the frequency and amplitude of the time-dependent oscillations that may occur in cw HF chemical lasers that use confocal unstable resonators to extract power. Previous numerical 1, 2 and experimental studies 3, 4 of these time-dependent oscillations resulted in a proposed mechanism that may be responsible for these oscillations. According to the proposed mechanism, 5, 6 the time-
In this study, the proposed mechanism is tested by performing the three proposed experiments using the UIUC cw HF supersonic chemical laser. Time-dependent oscillations may decrease the average total power that may be extracted from high-energy chemical laser unstable resonators. The need to maximize performance of such systems motivates the study of the time-dependent oscillations.
II. Previous Experiments and Calculations
A coupled fluid dynamic, chemical kinetic, physical optics model was developed to study rotational nonequilibrium effects in cw chemical laser unstable resonators. 1 Calculations were performed for both rotational equilibrium and rotational nonequilibrium cases for a confocal unstable resonator with 50% geometric outcoupling. For the rotational nonequilibrium case, fluctuations in cw power were shown to occur on lines whose saturated gain zone does not fill the unstable resonator. The amplitude of the fluctuation was determined by the fraction of the resonator filled by the saturated gain zone of the oscillating line, and the frequency of the fluctuation was determined by the location of the intensity peak of the oscillating line. 1 The results of these calculations motivated experiments to observe the time-dependent oscillations.
The amplitude, frequency, and Fresnel number dependence of the time-dependent oscillations which were predicted to occur on lines whose saturated gain does not fill the confocal unstable resonator were measured experimentally. 3, 4 These experiments were performed on the Helios CLI, 15 cm gain length, and CLII, 30 cm gain length, subsonic chemical lasers. The time-dependent oscillations had a period of ~40 ns independent of flow rates. The oscillations did not occur for Fresnel numbers less than a demarcation Fresnel number which lies between 1.5 and 3.0, and the amplitudes increased as the fraction of the resonator filled by the saturated gain of the oscillating line decreased. The period of the time-dependent oscillations was determined by the resonator magnification. There was a strong cascade coupling between the oscillating 2→1 and 1→0 lines. The a priori prediction of these characteristics of the time-dependent oscillations by the MNORO3UR 2 computer model was in agreement with the data. A 7 ns oscillation, which was probably a mode beat of the laser, was superimposed on top of the 40 ns oscillation. The time-dependent oscillations occurred in both 2-D and 3-D unstable resonators. The oscillations were also observed in the UIUC supersonic cw chemical laser. 7 In response to these experiments, numerical simulations were performed and a mechanism was proposed. 5, 6 The time-dependent oscillations of the laser power result from a competition between chemical pumping and radiative deactivation due to lasing. The rate of chemical pumping must be less than the rate of radiative deactivation. The oscillations do not occur if the medium is strongly coupled to the optical fields diffractively or geometrically. 5, 6 To test this mechanism, calculations were performed to model the CLII laser and vary the coupling of the medium to the optical field both diffractively and geometrically.
A nominal calculation was performed with an M = 2, L = 100 cm confocal unstable resonator with N F = 5.71. This configuration demonstrated 40 ns oscillations with an amplitude modulation of 10 to 20%. The effects of geometric coupling were investigated by reducing the magnification of the confocal unstable resonator from 2 to 1.25. For a fixed resonator size, the number of passes for a wave to exit the unstable resonator after leaving the Fresnel core is determined by the resonator magnification. Geometric coupling of the medium and the optical fields increases as the number of passes for a wave to exit the resonator after leaving the Fresnel core increases. The number of passes required for a wave to exit the resonator after leaving the Fresnel core is given through a geometric optics approximation 8 to the unstable resonator as
The increase in geometric coupling caused the period of the oscillations to increase and the amplitude to decrease. Diffractive coupling of the medium and the radiation field was investigated by varying the resonator Fresnel number, which is given by American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The second calculation with an M = 2 resonator increased the mirror spacing to 200 cm, resulting in N F = 2.85. This configuration did not exhibit any time-dependent oscillations because the Fresnel core was larger than the small mirror. As a result, a large portion of the active media was in a region of high diffractive coupling. The third calculation with an M = 2 resonator reduced the mirror spacing to 50 cm. The Fresnel number for this calculation was 11.42. The period of the oscillations decreased and the amplitude of the oscillations increased for this resonator. This agreed with the proposed mechanism, which indicates that as the degree of diffractive coupling between the medium and optical field decreases, the oscillation amplitudes become larger. 5, 6 The proposed mechanism predicts that, for a fixed Fresnel number, the period of the oscillations should increase as the magnification of the resonator decreases, and that the oscillation amplitude should increase and the period decrease as the Fresnel number of the resonator increases with the geometric coupling held constant. 5, 6 Three experiments were suggested to verify this mechanism. The first experiment uses an M = 1.25, L = 100 cm resonator, thereby increasing the geometric coupling while holding N F constant. In this experiment, the period of the oscillation is expected to increase. The second experiment increases the Fresnel number by using an M = 2, L = 50 cm resonator which keeps the geometric coupling constant. In this experiment, the amplitude modulation of the oscillation is expected to increase and the period to decrease. A mode beat should not be observed in this experiment. The third experiment decreases the Fresnel number while keeping the geometric coupling constant by using an M = 2, L = 200 cm resonator. In this experiment, no oscillations are expected, but a 13-14 ns mode beat may be observed. The results of these experiments are presented in the following sections.
III. Experimental Measurement of Time-Dependent Oscillations in cw HF Chemical Laser Unstable Resonators
The UIUC supersonic cw HF chemical laser was chosen to perform the time-dependent oscillation experiments. This laser was chosen to better simulate large, high power supersonic cw chemical lasers. The UIUC supersonic laser has a gain region of at least 1 cm by 0.5 cm whereas the Helios subsonic lasers have gain zones of at most 0.5 cm by 0.3 cm. The nozzle is 5 mm high by 30.48 cm long. The nozzle exhausts into a channel that is 15 mm high, thus forming a free jet and permitting greater access to the gain region in the supersonic laser. The flow rates for optimal performance of the SSL are:
7 He=0.0425 gm/s, O 2 =0.135 gm/s, SF 6 =1.54 gm/s, and H 2 =0.0535 gm/s. Initial testing 7 of the UIUC SSL demonstrated 40 ns oscillations for all scraper mirror slit widths ranging from 1 to 10 mm.
Previous experiments using the UIUC SSL required the optical resonator to be enclosed in a vacuum box to eliminate window losses. 9, 10 Since these vacuum boxes were large enough to contain the entire unstable resonator assembly, Brewster window losses were eliminated by placing the entire resonator within the vacuum boxes, Fig. 1 . Figure 1 shows the layout for the nominal M = 2, L = 100 cm and M = 1.25, L = 100 cm experiments. Resonator mirrors are mounted on separate translation stages. Support beams are placed within Box 2 to prevent the deflection of its bottom upon evacuation of the chamber. 9, 10 The presence of these support beams does not interfere with translation of the optical axis or extraction of the IR beam from the resonator.
The outcoupled IR beam follows the path of the HeNe alignment Beam 2. The beam exits the vacuum box through a CaF 2 window located on the wall of the box. Once the beam exits the vacuum box, it is directed to the various diagnostics for analysis. Mirrors A, B and C were mounted on Newport BK-3 kinematic bases, to allow them to be placed in and out of the IR beam quickly. These mirrors directed the beam to the proper locations for data acquisition. Mirror Figure 1 . Layout of the L = 100 cm confocal, unstable resonator and the optical path of the alignment HeNe laser.
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A directed the IR beam through the constant efficiency spectrometer 11 for separation of individual lasing lines into the InAs fast detector. The InAs fast detector was connected to a Tektronix 7854 digitizing storage oscilloscope to record the high frequency time-dependent oscillations. Mirror B was used only in conjunction with Mirror A and was used to direct the isolated line to a monochromator for calibration of the constant efficiency spectrometer. Mirror C was used with Mirror A removed to direct the beam through a monochromator and into a PbSe detector. This detector was connected to the Tektronix 7854 digitizing storage oscilloscope to record the power spectral distributions. Two different monochromators were used for the collection of power spectral distributions.
The M = 2, confocal unstable resonator experiments with 50 cm and 200 cm mirror spacings required slight variations to the layout shown in Fig. 1 . Due to physical limitations of the supersonic laser body, the minimum mirror spacing that was obtainable was 80 cm. When the resonator mirrors were separated by 80 cm, two additional turning mirrors were located within Vacuum Box 2 to allow the IR beam to exit through the same CaF 2 window. The M = 2, L = 200 cm confocal unstable resonator experiment required the fabrication of purge duct extensions that were placed between the laser body and the vacuum boxes to extend the mirror spacing to 200 cm.
A procedure for the alignment of the UIUC SSL was established. 12 The alignment procedure results in accurate alignment of the resonator before the vacuum boxes are evacuated. Small alignment corrections may be required after the vacuum boxes are evacuated and lasing has begun. Convex mirror adjustments were the primary means for correcting these alignment inaccuracies. The convex mirror was rotated vertically and horizontally with motorized micrometers. These micrometers were controlled with a Newport Model 860-C2 Motion Controller, capable of controlling the rate of adjustment. Alignment quality was determined by power output from the laser. Better resonator alignments were assumed to produce higher total powers. The resonator mirrors were placed on translation stages to allow translation of the optical axis A room temperature InAs fast detector (~2 ns rise time) was used to detect the time-dependent oscillations. The detector consisted of a 0.25 mm square InAs photodiode in a T0-18 package, Judson Infrared model J-12LD. 12 Individual line oscillations were measured by passing the multi-line beam through the constant efficiency spectrometer 11 and into the InAs fast detector. The output from the InAs detector was displayed on a Tektronix 7854 digitizing storage oscilloscope and recorded. This detector required more power than a PbSe detector to operate effectively. Some lasing lines included in power spectral distributions were not powerful enough to drive the InAs fast detector. Thus it is not known if these lines produced any significant oscillations.
A square wave was used to determine the amplitude modulation of a time-dependent oscillation. Square waves were recorded by passing the IR output beam through a 10% mechanical chopper before passing through the constant efficiency spectrometer. The single line beam was then input into the InAs fast detector. The waveform was recorded using the Tektronix 7854 digitizing storage oscilloscope. An amplitude modulation could be determined by dividing the peak to valley amplitude of the corresponding time-dependent oscillation by the square wave amplitude.
Power spectral distributions were recorded by passing the output beam through a monochromator and into a room temperature PbSe detector. The PbSe detector was connected to the Tektronix 7854 digitizing storage oscilloscope to display and record the relative intensities of the lasing lines. When the Rofin RSO 6000 Scanning Monochromator was available, it was used to acquire the power spectral distributions. The mechanical chopper was not used in conjunction with the Rofin RSO 6000 Scanning Monochromator. When the Rofin RSO 6000 Scanning Monochromator was not available, power spectral distributions were recorded with the Jarrell-Ash 0.25 meter, scanning monochromator. In this case, the beam was passed through a mechanical chopper before entering the monochromator.
The time-dependent oscillations and the power spectral distributions were recorded using a fixed procedure. The resonator was aligned and total beam power was recorded. A power spectral distribution was recorded using one of the two monochromators. Total beam power was recorded again to ensure that there was no change in laser performance. Time-dependent oscillations and square waves were recorded using the constant efficiency spectrometer and InAs fast detector. Total beam power was recorded again to ensure that there was no change in laser performance.
Very limited time-dependent oscillation data were obtained during initial testing of the UIUC SSL 7 with an externally mounted M = 2, L = 100 cm confocal unstable resonator. Since the previous experimental studies 3,4 of the time-dependent oscillations, which provided the data base which lead to the proposed mechanism to explain these oscillations, were performed on subsonic lasers with external resonators, the first experiments were performed to characterize the time-dependent oscillations for the supersonic laser with an M = 2, L = 100 cm unstable resonator which is completely contained in the vacuum boxes. These data provide the baseline to which the data from the three resonators, which are designed to check the proposed mechanism, are compared.
Average outcoupled power was recorded versus X C and scraper mirror slit size for an M = 2, L = 100 cm confocal unstable resonator, Fig. 2 . Error bars of ±10% indicate the repeatability typically seen when operating the UIUC SSL. The power values are corrected for a 4.5% loss due to transmission through a perpendicular CaF 2 window. The maximum power achieved with the M = 2, L = 100 cm confocal unstable resonator was 10.8 W and was obtained with a 3 mm slit at X C = 3.0 mm and with a 4 mm slit at an X C of 4.5 mm (X C = 0 at the NEP). Accessing the saturated gain region farther than 8 mm (4 mm slit) downstream from the NEP did not result in larger powers. Power from the 4 mm and 5 mm slits peaked between X C = 4.0 mm and X C = 4.5 mm. Power for the 5 mm and 6 mm slits peaked at optical axis locations upstream of the minimum for a symmetric resonator. Power from the 4 mm slit peaked at an optical axis location downstream of the location for a symmetric resonator.
The spectra taken with the 5 mm slit at X C = 5.0 mm are shown in Fig. 3 . The downstream spectra tend to favor higher J lines and there is one dominant line in each band. The upstream spectra tend to favor lower J lines. P 1 (5) and P 2 (5) lased with significant power in the upstream beam, but not in the downstream beam. The P 2 (5) zero power gain goes into absorption around X C = 5.0 mm, 13, 14 which results in P 2 (5) not appearing in the downstream spectra. The total power for this configuration was 9.58 W. Spectra were recorded for several other optical axis locations and scraper mirror slit widths. 
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With the 5 mm slit scraper mirror, no lines were seen to oscillate with both the concave (Cc) and convex (Cx) mirrors located at X C = 5.0 mm. When the concave mirror was translated upstream relative to the convex mirror by 0.7 mm, 40 ns oscillations occurred on all the lasing lines. Since there is an uncertainty in the X C location of each mirror of ±0.5 mm, this translation of the concave mirror relative to the convex mirror was interpreted as a correction of this error in the alignment of the axis of each mirror. Since previous experiments, 3, 4 in which both resonator mirrors were rigidly locked together with an invar rod structure, always produced a 40 ns oscillation, the occurrence of the 40 ns oscillations after the translation of the X C of the concave mirror was interpreted to indicate a better alignment of the resonator. The power spectral distribution was recorded for this configuration, Fig. 4 . These spectra show both the upstream and downstream sides of the IR beam. P 1 (7) was the dominant line. The upstream spectra favor the lower J lines. There were no dominant lines in the upstream spectra. When viewed on a thermal image plate, the upstream side was much darker and thus contained much more power than the downstream side of the beam. The downstream beam was not powerful enough to drive the InAs fast detector on most lines. The average total power of the beam in this configuration was 9.5 W.
The time-dependent oscillations on all the lasing lines are plotted in Fig. 5 . From this figure it is seen that all the lines oscillated with a ~40 ns period. A 7 ns mode beat is not visible in these plots. It should be noted that the P 1 (7) and P 1 (8) plots are 10 averages whereas all the others are 100 averages. Oscillations on P 1 (7) and P 1 (8) were less stable than oscillations on the other lines in this configuration. These lines required shorter time averages to ensure the oscillations could be recorded. The reason for this is that the P 1 (7) and P 1 (8) gains almost fill the resonator. 13, 14 The amplitude modulations of these oscillations ranged from 17% to 73%. A summary of the periods and amplitudes of the data collected on the M = 2, L = 100 cm confocal unstable resonator with a 5 mm slit and X C : Cx = 5.0 mm, Cc = 4.3 mm is given in Table 1 . Time-dependent oscillation data were also recorded for several other optical axis locations and scraper mirror slit widths including asymmetric resonators. 12 Additional, longer period oscillations were observed with certain resonator configurations. 12 Longer period oscillations were predicted by the numerical model ORNECL-UR for certain cases.
15
The data suggested a strong correlation between the relative positions of the resonator mirrors and the periods of the time-dependent oscillations. 12 The oscillation periods tended to decrease as the concave mirror was translated upstream relative to the convex mirror. The upstream translation is equivalent to an upstream rotation of the concave mirror. The oscillation periods tended to increase as the concave mirror was translated downstream relative to the convex mirror. The M = 1.25, L = 100 cm and M = 2, L = 80 cm and M = 2, L = 200 cm experiments were performed in a similar fashion for various X C and scraper mirror slit widths. 12 Selected results are presented in the following section.
IV. Discussion
The periods recorded for the time-dependent oscillations observed in symmetric resonators are shown in Table 1 . The proposed mechanism responsible for the time-dependent oscillations in cw HF chemical laser unstable resonators was based on symmetric resonator calculations. The oscillations measured for the symmetric, M = 2, L = American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 7 100 cm confocal unstable resonator are the baseline to which all other symmetric resonators are compared to test the mechanism. These oscillations show an average period of approximately 45 ns. The mechanism states that these oscillations are the result of a competition between chemical pumping and the radiative deactivation of the upper laser levels of HF. The mechanism predicts that the oscillations do not occur if the optical field is strongly coupled to the gain medium geometrically or diffractively.
The first experiment to test the mechanism increased the geometric coupling of the optical field to the gain medium by reducing the magnification. The mechanism predicts that the period of the oscillations increase as n p increases. Comparisons of the symmetric, M = 2, L = 100 cm, 5 mm slit resonator to the symmetric, M = 1.25, L = 100 cm, 6 mm slit resonator shows that the average period of the time-dependent oscillations increased from 45 ns to 73 ns, which agrees with the proposed mechanism, Table 1 . Several longer period oscillations, which were superimposed on the shorter period oscillations, prevented the accurate calculation of the amplitude modulations of the short period oscillations. The oscillations from the symmetric M = 1.25, L = 100 cm, 6.4 mm slit resonator demonstrated several possible modes of oscillation, and did not fit the pattern seen in the other M = 1.25, L = 100 cm resonators; we do not fully understand these results. However, in general the results for the M = 1.25, L = 100 cm confocal unstable resonators tends to agree with the proposed mechanism.
The proposed mechanism predicted that as the degree of diffractive coupling between the optical field and the gain medium was decreased by increasing N F , the period of the time-dependent oscillations would decrease and the amplitude modulation of the oscillations would increase. To verify this, the mirror spacing was reduced to 80 cm with the geometric outcoupling held fixed. This configuration led to the same degree of geometric outcoupling as the baseline M = 2, L = 100 cm resonator, and increased the Fresnel number. The periods of the oscillations observed in the symmetric M = 2, L = 80 cm confocal unstable resonators are shorter than the periods observed in the symmetric M = 2, L = 100 cm confocal unstable resonator, Table 1 . This occurred on all lines lasing in the M = 2, L = 80 cm, 4 mm and the 5 mm slit resonators with the exception of P 2 (8) in the 5 mm slit resonator. The results observed for the symmetric M = 2, L = 80 cm confocal unstable resonators showed that the periods of the oscillations decreased as the degree of diffractive coupling between the optical field and the gain medium decreased, N F increased, which supports the proposed mechanism.
The last experiment to test the proposed mechanism increased the degree of diffractive coupling between the optical field and the gain medium, N F decreased, by increasing the mirror separation to 200 cm. The proposed mechanism predicted that the oscillations would disappear except for a possible 13-14 ns mode beat. The symmetric M = 2, L = 200 cm confocal unstable resonator configurations had no time-dependent oscillations but did exhibit a mode beat of 13-14 ns, Table 1 . Symmetric confocal unstable resonator time-dependent oscillation periods and amplitudes, ---indicates that no oscillations were observed, and τ, [---] indicates that only a mode beat of period τ was observed.
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Several longer period time-dependent oscillations were observed in the M = 1.25, L = 100 cm, and the M = 2, L = 80 cm confocal unstable resonators. If these long-period time-dependent oscillations had a frequency close to the frequency of the 10% mechanical chopper, which was a blade rotating at approximately 56 Hz with two slits separated by 180°, the peak of the oscillation could pass through one slit and the valley through the other. This timing effect may have caused the magnitude of the recorded square waves to be reduced. The output beam was not passed through the chopper when the short-period time-dependent oscillations were recorded. When amplitude modulations were calculated, the decreased square wave magnitude caused the calculated amplitude modulation to be greater than 100%. This square wave timing effect is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
The longer period oscillations on the order of 100 ns which were recorded in the M = 1.25, L = 100 cm, 6.4 m slit with X C = 4.0 mm are illustrated in Fig. 7 . The 30 ns oscillation is superimposed on the 100 ns oscillation on P 1 (7) .
In the M = 2, L = 80 cm resonator, the short-period oscillations of 20 to 25 ns were superimposed on longperiod oscillations of about 30 ms. These long-period oscillations are illustrated in Fig. 8 and are responsible for the variations in the square wave amplitude shown in Fig. 6 . All of the resonators tested in this study achieved peak power with a large mirror diameter of 8 mm, Table 2 . All resonators achieved peak power at asymmetric optical axis locations. The M = 2, and M = 1.25 confocal unstable resonators with L = 100 cm mirror separations achieved peak power with X C 's downstream from the symmetric locations. The M = 2 confocal unstable resonators with 80 cm and 200 cm mirror separations achieved peak power at X C 's upstream from the symmetric location.
V. Concluding Remarks
Previous numerical and experimental studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] of the time-dependent oscillations that may occur in cw HF chemical lasers that use confocal unstable resonators to extract power resulted in a proposed mechanism that may be responsible for these oscillations. According to the proposed mechanism, the time-dependent oscillations are the result of a competition between chemical pumping and radiative deactivation of the upper laser levels of HF due to lasing. The oscillations occur on lines whose saturated gain does not fill the unstable resonator only if the medium is not strongly coupled to the optical fields diffractively or geometrically. The proposed mechanism was tested with the UIUC supersonic cw HF chemical laser. The frequency and amplitude of the oscillations were measured as functions of the geometric and diffractive coupling of the optical field to the gain medium. The experiments supported the proposed mechanism. Long-period time-dependent oscillations, with periods of hundreds of nanoseconds and periods of 15-30 ms, were observed in the M = 1.25, L = 100 cm and M = 2, L = 80 cm confocal unstable resonators. An experimental study should be performed to determine the nature of these oscillations since they are undesirable in the operation of high-energy chemical lasers.
All resonators achieved peak power at asymmetric optical axis locations. The highest powers were extracted from the confocal unstable resonators using an 8 mm diameter large mirror. Increasing the diameter of the large mirror did not result in extracting higher powers from the gain medium despite the saturated gains of the 1→0 band extending at least 10 mm downstream from the NEP. This result may point to a design technique for maximizing power output from a fundamental laser employing a confocal unstable resonator. To maximize power in a fundamental laser employing a confocal unstable resonator, the diameter of the large mirror should not attempt to cover the last 10% to 20% of the 1→0 gain zone. Extending the resonator any further to extract power from the lower energy 1→0 band may be at the expense of total power.
